
HOW TO PRESENT AT A 
SCIENTIFIC MEETING 

Dr. Fern Tsien 
Department of Genetics 
LSUHSC 



Important Deadline #1: 

 Abstracts are due this Wednesday July 17th 
by 4:00!!!  
 

 Med student abstracts are due July 19th. 
 
 Follow the guidelines sent to you. 

 
 We will use them to make the Abstract book 

to give out during the poster session and to 
the judges ahead of time. 



Abstracts 
 An abstract is a one-page summary of your project. 

 List your name, mentor’s name, etc. as described in the 
template. 

 Affiliations: department and school 

 Use only the template we provide. 

 This template has the correct sized fonts and sizes we will use. 
Do not change them! 

 Make sure your mentor approves of your abstract before you 
send it! 

 When you submit your abstract, please be sure to save the file 
with your last name listed first. For example: 
ShieldsHeatherAbstract.docx 

 Send it to: Heather Shields hshie1@lsuhsc.edu AND Brandi Maze 
bmaze@lsuhsc.edu 

 

 

 

mailto:hshie1@lsuhsc.edu
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Important Deadline #2: 
 
 Posters are due next Tuesday, July 

23rd by 4:00!  

 
If we do not receive a poster by this date, your 

mentor will be responsible for the printing of the 
poster!!! 

 



Important deadline #3: 
Summer research Internship Poster Day Tuesday, July 30, 2013 

 Medical education Building (MEB), 1901 Perdido St, NO, LA 
70112 

 

Schedule: 
 12 noon-1:00 pm, Second floor atrium 

 Hang up your poster 

 

 1-2:30 pm, Second floor atrium  

 Interns and judges only! 
 

 2:30-3:30 Second floor atrium  
Open to the public  
 

 3:30-4:30 First floor Auditorium A  

 Awards ceremony, open to the public 

 



Who will be presenting 
posters? 

 All high school and undergraduates in this 
program are required to present a poster 
on the 30th. 

 Since classes begin early for medical 
students, they will present their posters 
during the medical research day in the fall. 

 Student presentations will be judged and 
awards will be given for each category 



Preparing the posters 

 First and most important: make sure that your mentor 
approves of the information that will be presented in the 
poster.  

 Second most important: Your name should go first, your 
mentor’s name last, and everyone else who helped you (other 
students, post-docs, etc.) in the middle. Make sure not to 
leave out anyone who helped you! 

 Make sure that you understand everything you write on the 
poster. You should be able to explain your project to the 
judges. 

 In general, try to keep text towards the outside and figures 
and tables in the  center. 

 The abstract is not necessary for the poster. 

 

 



Preparing the posters 

 Use the Power Point poster template sent to you (not your 
friends or past interns) with the proper logos. These correspond 
to your mentor’s affiliation and the Summer Program funding 
source. The logos on your poster may differ from the ones on 
your lab mates! Do not change them! 

 Use at least a 24 point font size so the text will be visible from 3 
feet away. 

  Feel free to adjust the box sizes depending on the amount of 
text or figures you have. 

 Use any color you want to. Express yourself! Exceptions:  
 Black or deep blue for background of entire poster. 
 Image enlarged to cover the entire background. 

 Spell out any acronyms the first time you use them. People 
outside of your lab do not know what “DBS” or “FSHD” is.  

 Refer to guidelines sent to you. 

 

 

 



Once your poster is done: 

 Save it as a PPT or PPTX file. 

 When you submit your poster, be sure to save the file with your 
last name listed first. For example: ShieldsHeatherPoster.pptx 

 Send it to: Heather Shields hshie1@lsuhsc.edu AND Brandi Maze 
bmaze@lsuhsc.edu 

 You will be notified when your poster is ready to pick up form the 
Genetics office.  

 You are responsible for hanging up the poster on July 30th at 
12:00. 

 Plan to take your poster down at the end of the poster session 
and give it to your mentor. 

 Posters are due July 23rd!!! 

 If we do not receive a poster by this date, your mentor will be 
responsible for the printing of the poster. 
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Practice your presentation 

 Practice with your mentor and your lab 
members! 

 Anticipate questions and look up the answers 
ahead of time 

 Practice, practice, practice so you sound 
polished. 

 Practice in front of your friends or in front of a 
mirror. 

 

 



What happens at a  
poster session? 





What happens at a poster 
session? 

 Please dress appropriately .  

 The posters will be displayed early so the judges will have a chance 
to see them ahead of time. Also, they will have a copy of the 
abstracts. 

 At 1:00, stand by your poster. Judges will be passing by asking you 
questions. 

 The posters will be judged on poster display and your presentation 
(enthusiasm, understanding of the topic, etc) 

 Practice ahead of time a short description of your poster. 
Sometimes people ask specific questions, sometimes they ask “tell 
me about your project” 

 DO NOT READ THE POSTER TO THE JUDGES 

 Think of possible questions you may be asked. If you do not know 
an answer, it is OK to say “I don’t know” 

 At 2:30 the posters will be available to the public. Your family is 
invited. 

 At 3:30 we will move to the 1st floor auditorium and give out awards! 

 



Nervousness: How to fight back  
  Practice ahead of time. A well organized, practiced talk will almost always 

go well. 

 If you draw a blank, then looking at your slides will help you get back on 
track.  

 Taking a deep breath will clam you down. One trick is to try to remember 
to take a deep breath between each slide.  

 Slow down. Take a few seconds to think about a question that is being 
asked before you answer it.  

 Bring notes. if you are afraid that you will forget a point, write it down on a 
piece of paper and bring it with you. However, you don't want to have a 
verbatim copy of your talk, instead write down key phrases that you want 
to remember to say.  

 Be prepared to answer questions. You don't have to know the answer to 
every question, however you should be prepared to answer questions 
about your work. Before you give the talk, think about what questions you 
are likely to get, and how you would answer them 

 It is okay to say "I don't know" or “I hadn't thought about that, but one 
possible approach would be to..."  

 



What is wrong with this poster? 



Example of a better poster 



Example of a better poster 


